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had gone mad. At the roll call he had to be helped up by a man on
each side. But his head hung forward and he made spasmodic
wnvulsive movements. At night he suddenly started up screaming
wildly, and tried to run away over the bodies of the men lying packed
together. The order was then given that in future the two men lying
next to him at night were to be responsible for his keeping quiet, and
if he screamed again they would themselves get twenty-five lashes.
The S.S. men employed in the camp were mostly very young men
of 17 to 20 who had been specially "trained " for the purpose. But
they were already so brutalised and sadistic that it was a constant
wonder to Herr Z. how it could have been brought about (and what
would their mothers think 1). They seemed to revel in inflicting
torture. One instance of it was the tickling of a prisoner's face with
a straw, and then when the face twitched giving him a terrific blow.
The sadistic amusements of the guard shows itself, e.g., in their
treatment of an old man, a lawyer by profession, whose Jewish
features were rather specially marked. He was made to stand like a
statue on the top of a wall for six to eight hours on end as a
"monument." All the passers by laughed heartily at this good joke.
On another occasion a guard asked him whether he was feeling the
heat, and when the lawyer assented, ten buckets of water were
poured over his head. Herr Z. himself fared relatively well in the
camp. He attributes this to prayer by which he was able to overcome
fear. It requires much physical strength and nerve power to carry
out briskly all the exorbitant demands that are made upon one, and
to get through the heavy labour and other physical ordeals without
faltering or flinching. Signs of weakness evidently excite the sadistic
instincts of the guards. Thus when a man was on the ground at
their feet they would habitually kick him in the face. Herr Z. used
to pray and beseech God to let the victims die, as one bout of torture
simply led on to another one. It would have been so much simpler
and more merciful to shoot them than to allow a life, which for all
practical purposes had already been destroyed, to drag on to the
prolonged infinite agony of the victim.
The camp held 10,000 prisoners, about half of them Jews (and
some "Bible Seekers "). There were many deaths daily.
Herr Z. was only fourteen days in the camp. He was one of a
small number who were released because all arrangements were ready
for their emigration. For any prisoner, however, who bore scars
release was impossible.
They were strictly threatened that if a word was said as to what
they had seen or experienced in the camp they would immediately
be put back. Herr Z. had asked leave to stay a few weeks before
leaving the country in order to finish selling his possessions. It was
made clear to him, however, that he would be rearrested. A German
pastor pleaded his case with the English Consul at the port andHerrZ.
received his visa to leave the country at once. The sale of his car
had paid for his ticket to South America. But bis business had to
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be closed down and the 100 per cent. tax on all possessions bought
since 1933 prevented him taking away most of his belongings
(expensive professional instruments, &c.). He finally came away with
just 10 marks in cash.
Herr Z. had fought through the war. But life in the trenches
compared to that in a concentration camp, was a "sanatorium."

